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Why carmakers and superyacht builders are the ultimate
power couple
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The result of a partnership between Quintessence Yachts and Aston
Martin,ok the AM37 is a Bond-worthy powerboat, capable of reaching
50 knots. Photo: Carlo Borlenghi
Brand power couples are having a moment. Note the recent
social media storm when Louis Vuitton announced a
collaboration with cult streetwear brand Supreme. Witness the



snaking queues every time a new Kate Moss collection arrives
at Topshop. And see how skincare brand La Prairie got in on
the action at Art Basel earlier this year by partnering up with
international artists.

A recent report by luxury alliance Walpole found that 78 per
cent of brands were intending to collaborate in some way by
2020. Happily, for bigger ticket buyers, all of this power
coupling isn’t restricted to handbags, hot pants and face
cream.

Look out to the Med this summer and you’ll likely spy more
evidence of this growing trend out there on the water, as
shipbuilders and carmakers wake up to the power of the
partnership. Stewart Campbell, editor of superyachting
authority Boat International, itself a Walpole member,
understands why such partnerships could have potential.

“It’s perhaps not totally natural, but there are plenty of
synergies. Both worlds have to constantly innovate to
incorporate new technologies and attract new audiences,” he
says. “Introducing a whole lot of outside creativity can only
help push the boundaries of what’s possible, resulting in more
choice and innovation for the consumer.

The Aerobat 6 by Claydon
Reeves is inspired by Rolls-
Royce technology.

Aeroboat inspired by Rolls-Royce just hit

the water, thanks to Claydon Reeves

Phil Popham, CEO of British



yacht builders Sunseeker,
has first-hand experience of

these synergies – having joined the business from Jaguar
Land Rover in 2015. “At the end of the day, both industries are
concerned with designing, manufacturing and engineering
luxury products. Yachts are obviously sold in much smaller
volumes, but the overriding principles are the same.”

Antony Sheriff, another car-turned-yacht CEO, who jumped
from McLaren to Princess Yachts, agrees. “The customers
have a lot in common, and you have to have a beautiful, well-
built, high-quality product for both.”

For Asian yacht owners, it’s space, not speed, that’s key

AM37, unveiled at last year’s Monaco Yacht Show, is a striking
example of what happens when marine and motor worlds
collide. The result of a partnership between Quintessence
Yachts and Aston Martin, the AM37 is a Bond-worthy
powerboat, capable of reaching 50 knots. With design
elements such as the sleek wraparound windscreen –
referencing Aston Martin’s DNA – it has been a huge hit, with
rumours of further models on the way.

Peter Van Rooy, marketing director at Quintessence, explains
the appeal for the customer. “Aston Martin has created true
automotive icons in the past. To see that identity worked back
into a yacht makes the AM37 extremely special and
collectible.”



The result of a partnership between Quintessence Yachts and
Aston Martin, the AM37 is a Bond-worthy powerboat, capable
of reaching 50 knots.

Aston Martin feels there are benefits closer to home, too.
Raphaele Loheac-Derboulle, from the media team there,
explains: “Working with creative teams outside of the
automotive industry helps to broaden our designers’ vision.
Our work with partners could help shape and inspire aspects
of our future creations.”

Introducing a whole lot of outside creativity can only help push
the boundaries of what’s possible, resulting in more choice
and innovation for the consumer

Stewart Campbell

Porsche, who worked with Monégasque yacht builder
Dynamiq to create the 35-metre GTT 115, no doubt
recognised similar opportunities. Launching at this year’s
Monaco Yacht Show, the yacht (of which there will only be
seven) will be sold at over 11 million euros (HK$98.4 million) a
pop, but owners will be able to enjoy speeds of up to 21 knots,



along with a range that enables Atlantic crossings.

“The automotive industry works faster and more cost
effectively,” explains Bogdan Gusarev, marketing manager for
Dynamiq. “On the other hand, the yachting industry has a long
tradition of highly skilled craftsmanship. Combine the two and
you have the perfect formula.”

Porsche worked with yacht builder Dynamiq to create the 35-
metre GTT 115, which can reach up to 21 knots, along with a
range that enables Atlantic crossings.

It’s certainly a formula that many are keen to perfect. Italian
shipbuilder Rossinavi released its new yacht Aurea at
London’s SuperYacht Gallery in June, created with Pininfarina,
which is famed for being the go-to designers for Ferrari. The
Aurea is a 70-metre superyacht, complete with two outdoor
swimming pools, the largest beach club of any yacht of this
size – and crucially, sweeping lines that share DNA with more
than 100 Pininfarina-designed Ferraris.

Superyachts in Southeast Asia takes luxury travel to the high seas



Aurea from Italian shipbuilder Rossinavi was created with
Pininfarina, which is famed for being the go-to designers for
Ferrari.

“Pininfarina has a history of designing racing cars, in which
they have to combine elegance and sophistication with an
aerodynamic profile. We were able to use this methodology to
fully integrate functional requirements, like the helipad, within
the design of the boat,” says Federico Rossi, the shipyard’s
chief operating officer.

While the customer benefits from all of this improved design
and innovation, there’s yet another advantage born out of
familiarity. Yacht brands stay relatively under the radar, but car
brands are in the public realm. Designing a yacht in
conjunction with a household name pins a recognisable label
onto what can be an intimidating product.

Superyachts protected from dangers on the high seas thanks to advanced technology



Dynamiq, a superyacht builder from Monaco, worked with
Porsche to create the 35-metre GTT 115.

“These collaborations help consumers to understand yachting
better,” Campbell agrees. “The car brands share their marque
and their brand heritage which is much more widely
understood. It offers a short-cut entry into the world of
yachting.”

For now, it seems these partnerships are filled with promise.
However, the customer is in the driving seat now.

Phinisi yachts say goodbye to hi-tech gadgets and hello to laidback luxury
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